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Kali linux android tools hack

This time I will share a tutorial how to hack or look at the activity of Android-based mobile phones belongs to someone else using the Kali Linux 2.0 operating system and Metasploit that already exists in Kali Linux when you finish the installation. Before I had to explain a little about Kali Linux, Kali Linux is the successor
to backtrack distribution. Like BackTrack, Kali Linux equipped with a variety of Linux tools to perform penetration tests. In the world of hackers, linux the most used is BackTrack and Kali Linux, because its tools it is a very supportive performance. Some steps to hack the android belonging to someone else as follows:
Open Kali Linux has been installed, and then log in by filling in your username and password that you set at the time of installation After signing in, open existing terminals in Kali Linux Our purpose is to create a fake apk app that will be embedded in the Android phone belonging to someone else. Here we will make
Meterpreter advance with the following order: Once the application is finished, submit it to social networking applications such as Facebook, bbm, line, instagram, gmail or twitter. The purpose is to make people think that it is a game trick The next stage is to test the file downloaded and installed on the android target After
the application is installed on the target android, then run Metasploit a way to reopen the terminal and write this command : After completing the operation, there are some commands that will help you in terms of getting into other people's androids such as sms, and the position of the owner of a mobile phone. See in the
picture : Good luck to those who are interested, please be warned if there are errors. These are several commands help determine the content that is on your target phone : Written by: Alfarisi (Original) Follow Me @alfarisi Follow My IG @imalfaa If you do, you can vote for me Thanks to Hacktronian is all in :)
#programming #technology #kalilinux hacking tool for Linux and Android and pentesing tools that every hacker needs. Menu Information Collection of Passwords Attacks Wireless Testing Tools Smelling and Spoofing Web Hacking Private Web Hacking Post Exploit Installing Google Dorks Hacking Tool Collection
Information: Nmap Setoolkit Port Scanning Host To IP wordpress user CMS scanner XSStrike Dork – Google Dorks Passive Vulnerability Auditor Scan A server's Users Crips Password Attacks: Also Read – PEpper : An Open Source Script To Perform Malware Static Analysis On Portable Executable Wireless Tests:
Exploitative Tools: ATSCAN sqlmap Shellnoob Commix FTP Auto Bypass jboss-autopwn Sniffing &amp;&amp; Spoofing: Setoolkit SSLtrip pyPISHER SMTP Mailer Web Hacking: Drupal Hacking Inurlbr WordPress &amp; Joomla Scanner Form Scanner File Upload WordPress Exploitner Scanner Shell Scanner Plugins
and Finder Joomla Directory! 1.5 – Remote Code Execution 3.4.5 Vbulletin 5.X BruteX Remote Code Execution – – Brute Force All Services Running on an Arachni Target - Web Application Security Scanner Framework Private Web Hacking: Get All Websites Get Joomla Websites Wordpress Websites Control Panel



Finder Zip Files Finder Upload File Finder Server SQli Scanner Ports Scan (port range) Ports Scan (common ports) Get server information bypass Cloudflare Post Exploit: Shell Checker POET Weeman Installation on Linux: This tool must work as ROOT !!! git clone cd hacktronianchmod +x install.sh ./install.sh
Installation on Android: Open Termux pkg install git pkg install python git clone cd hacktronian chmod +x hacktronian.py Python2 hacktronian.py Video Tutorial: TAGSandroidHacking ToolHacktronianlinux Here is our list of the best Kali Linux tools that will allow you to evaluate the security of web servers and help perform
hacking and pencil testing. If you read the Kali Linux review, you know why it is considered one of the best Linux distributions to hack and test pens and rightly so. It comes in the oven with a lot of tools to make it easier for you to try, hack, and for anything else related to digital forensics. It is one of the most
recommended linux distributions for ethical hackers. Even if you are not a hacker, but a webmaster – you can still use some of the tools to easily run an exploration of your web server or web page. In any case, no matter what your purpose – let's take a look at some of the best Kali Linux tools that you should use. Note
that not all tools mentioned here are open source. Top Kali Linux Tools for Hacking and Penetration Testing Kali Linux There are several types of tools that come pre-installed. If you can't find a tool installed, simply download and configure it. It's easy. 1. Nmap Kali Linux Nmap Nmap or Network Mapper is one of the
most popular tools in Kali Linux for information collection. In other words, to get information about the host, your IP address, operating system detection and similar network security details (such as the number of open ports and what they are). It also offers features for firewall evasion and spoofing. 2. Lynis Lynis Kali
Linux Tool Lynis is a powerful tool for security auditing, compliance testing and system hardening. Of course, you can also use this for vulnerability detection and penetration tests as well. It will scan the system according to the components it detects. For example, if you detect Apache : it will run Apache-related tests for
pin point information. 3. WPScan WordPress is one of the best open source CMS and this the best free WordPress security auditing tool. It is free but not open source. If you want to know if a WordPress blog is vulnerable in any way, WPScan is your friend. It also gives you details of active plugins. Of course, a well-
insured blog may not give you many details, but it remains the best tool for WordPress security scans to find potential vulnerabilities. 4. Aircrack-ng Aircrack-ng is a collection of tools to evaluate the safety of the WiFi network. It is not only limited to monitoring and obtaining statistics, but also includes the possibility of
compromising a network (WEP, WPA 1 and WPA 2). If you forgot the password of your own wi-fi network – you can try to use this to regain access. It also includes a variety of wireless attacks with which you can target/monitor a Wi-Fi network to improve your security. 5. Hydra If you are looking for an interesting tool to
solve login/password pairs, Hydra will be one of the best Kali Linux tools that comes pre-installed. It may no longer be actively maintained, but it is now on GitHub, so you can also contribute to working on it. 6. Wireshark Wireshark is the most popular network analyzer that comes to the oven with Kali Linux. It can be
classified as one of the best Kali Linux tools for network smell too. It's actively maintaining, so I'd definitely recommend trying this. And it's really easy to install Wireshark on Linux. 7. Metasploit Framework Metsploit Framework is the most widely used penetration testing framework. It offers two editions – one (open
source) and the second is the pro version to it. With this tool, you can verify vulnerabilities, test known exploits, and make a full security assessment. Of course, the free version won't have all the features, so if it's in serious matter, you should compare the edits here. 8. Skipfish Similar to WPScan, but not only focused for
WordPress. Skipfish is a web application scanner that would give you information about almost all types of web applications. It is fast and easy to use. In addition, his recursive crawl method makes him even better. For professional web application security assessments, the report generated by Skipfish will be very
useful. 9. Maltego Maltego is an impressive data mining tool to analyze information online and connect points (if any). According to the information, create a targeted chart to help analyze the link between these data tiles. Note, this is not an open source tool. It comes pre-installed, however, you will need to register to
select which edition you want to use. If you want for personal use, community editing will be enough (you only need to sign up for an account), but if you want to use it for commercial purposes, you need to subscribe to the classic version or XL. 10. Nessus Nessus If you have a computer connected to a network, Nessus
can help you find vulnerabilities that a potential attacker can take advantage of. Of course, if you are an administrator for multiple computers connected to a network, you can make use of it and secure those computers. However, this is no longer a free tool, you can try it free 7 days from its official website. 11. Burp Suite
Scanner Burp Suite Scanner is a fantastic web security analysis tool. Difference Difference Difference Web application security scanner, Burp offers a GUI and quite a few advanced tools. However, community editing restricts features to only some essential manual tools. For professionals, you will need to consider
updating. Similar to the previous tool, this is not open source either. I've used the free version, but if you want more details on it, you should check out the features available on your official website. 12. BeEF BeEF (Browser Exploitation Framework) is another awesome tool. It has been adapted for penetration testers to
evaluate the security of a web browser. This is one of the best Kali Linux tools because many users want to know and fix problems on the client side when talking about web security. 13. Apktool Apktool is actually one of the popular tools found in Kali Linux for reverse engineering Android applications. Of course, you
have to make good use of it – for educational purposes. With this tool, you can experience some things yourself and let the original developer know about your idea as well. What do you think you're going to use it for? 14. sql map If you were looking for an open source penetration testing tool – sqlmap is one of the best.
Automates the process of exploiting SQL injection errors and helps you take over database servers. 15. John the Ripper John the Ripper is a popular password cracker tool available on Kali Linux. It's free and open source too. But if you're not interested in the community-improved version, you can choose the pro
version for commercial use. 16. Do you want real-time traffic analysis and package registration capability? Snort has his back. Even being an open source intrusion prevention system, it has a lot to offer. The official website mentions the procedure for installing it if you do not already have it. 17. Forensic Autopsy Browser
Autopsy is a digital forensic tool to investigate what happened on the computer. Well, you can also use it to recover SD card images. You can read the documentation to explore what you can do with it. You should also check your GitHub page. 18. King Phisher King Phisher Phishing attacks are very common today. And,
King Phisher tool helps to test, and promote user awareness by simulating phishing attacks in the real world. For obvious reasons, you'll need permission to simulate it on a server content for an organization. 19. Nikto Nikto Nikto is a powerful web server scanner – making it one of the best Kali Linux tools available.
Check against potentially dangerous files/programs, outdated server versions, and more. 20. Yersinia Yersinia is an interesting framework for carrying out layer 2 attacks (layer 2 refers to the data link layer of the OSI) in a network. Of course, if you want a network to be secure, you'll need to consider the seven layers.
However, this tool focuses on layer 2 and a variety of network protocols that include STP, CDP, DTP and In. 21. Social Engineering Toolkit (SET) If you are on quite serious penetration test stuff, this should be one of the best tools you should check. Social engineering is a big deal and with the SET tool, you can help
protect yourself against these attacks. Wrapping There are actually a lot of tools that comes packaged with Kali Linux. See the official Kali Linux toollist page for all of them. You will find some of them to be completely free and open source, while some to be propy solutions (still free). However, for commercial purposes,
you should always opt for premium editions. We could have lost one of your favorite kali Linux tools. Have we done that? Let us know about this in the comments section below. Facebook 327 Twitter 114 LinkedIn 11 Reddit 6 Pocket 0 0
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